The effect of multiple scattering on the validity of the Beer -Lambert law is discussed for a wide range of particle size parameters and optical depths.
Introduction
Electro-optical and millimeter wave devices incorporated into modern weapon systems are strongly influenced by the battlefield environmental factors which can seriously degrade the system performance.
When the amount of an obscurant is relatively low (the optical depth of the medium t « 1), the dominant sources of degradation include scattering, absorption, turbulence and thermal gradients. Scattering in the atmosphere, however, is actually a multiple scattering process in which the radiation scattered by one element can be scattered again by another element.
As shown by Bugnolol, even for unit optical thickness there is a significant probability of triple scattering in the forward direction.
To predict the amount of radiant energy available from a beam, the simple Beer -Lambert (B /L) law of exponential attenuation is often used.
It is not unusual, as stressed by Tame, to see that the B/L law is used without proper justification both for the interpretation of experimental results and the application of transmission data to system evaluation studies.
Experimental3 and theoretical4'5 investigations were devoted to study the limits of applicability of the B/L law for describing the attenuation of radiation in scattering media.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the multiple scattering of a laser beam within the framework of the radiative transfer theory.
Exact solutions to the equation of transfer have not been obtained to date. There are some special cases, however, where simple and useful approximate solutions are available. When the typical size of scattering particles is greater than or comparable to the wavelength, the wave scattered by a particle is largely confined within a small angle in the forward direction and, therefore, by employing the small -angle approximation it is possible to simplify the equation of transfer.
This was applied successfully to scattering of a laser beam by hazes, fogs, and clouds9-8. For tenuous distribution of particles, the firstorder multiple scattering theory can be used, and for dense distribution, when the volume fraction is much greater than 1 %, the diffusion approximation is appropriate.
When the particles are small compared with the wavelength of radiation the diffusion process is dominant for optical distances greater than unity9.
The most critical (and difficult) case emerges when the first -order multiple scattering approximation breaks down (t?l) and the particle size falls into an intermediate range neither covered by the diffusion nor the small -angle approximations.
It is in this intermediate case that the complexity of the equation of transfer forces one to implement numerical methods of solution.
Small -angle approximation
Under the small -angle approximation and with the z axis chosen along the direction of the incident beam, the equation of transfer satisfied by the radiance (specific intensity) distribution function I(t,r,z) reads: B8 + óz + a) I(t,r,z) = fP(1-1')I(C,r,z)dt, (1) where I(1,r,z) is the spectral radiance function of a monochromatic beam wave at a point with coordinates (r,z) along a direction whose unit directional vector has a projection transverse to the beam axis taken as the z axis.
The volume extinction coefficient is a, and the normalization condition chosen for the scattering phase function p(I) is such that the integration over the angle variables yields the volume scattering coefficient as, i.e., fP())dt = as (2) We assume that the incident laser beam can adequately be represented by a Gaussian functional form, both for the spatial distribution and the angular divergence; i.e.
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Open detector
In the small -angle approximation, the spectral irradiance N(r,z) in forward direction, defined by the 
This is the power collected by an open detector of radius R located on the beam axis at a distance z from the source.
If we choose the power measured in a vacuum, P(z,a = 0), as a reference power level, P(z,a) can be written as P(z,a) = e-az [1 + C(z,a)] P(z,a = 0) (7) which defines the correction factor C(z,a).
Explicit formulas allowing one to compute C(z,a) are contained in Ref. 4 .
As an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the correction factor as a function of optical depth for the advective fog model described by Shettle and Fenn12. The different curves in Fig. 1 correspond to the number of terms retained in the truncated power series describing the correction factor.
It is evident that the number of scattering events increases with increasing optical depth. 
In the small-angle approximation, the spectral irradiance N(r,z) in forward direction, defined by the relation
leads to the expression for received power
This is the power collected by an open detector of radius R located on the beam axis at a distance z from the source. If we choose the power measured in a vacuum, P(z,a =0), as a reference power level, P(z,a) can be written as
which defines the correction factor C(z,a). Explicit formulas allowing one to compute C(z,a) are contained in Ref. 4 . As an illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the correction factor as a function of optical depth for the advective fog model described by Shettle and Fenn 12 . The different curves in Fig. 1 correspond to the number of terms retained in the truncated power series describing the correction factor. It is evident that the number of scattering events increases with increasing optical depth. 9) which shows that the presence of forward scattering has increased the detected power by the factor A = 1 + C. In a general case of the beam characterized by a finite value of the parameter ß, the quantities A(z,a) and C(z,a) include both the beam divergence and multiple scattering corrections to the B/L law.
Figures 2 and 3 show the amplification factor for the advective fog and Deirmendjian's cloud model C113 Detector with a variable field of view
In the work of Fante11 which applies to sharply peaked phase functions, I(4',r,z) in the integrand on the right -hand side of Eq. (1) is expanded in a Taylor series about 1'4. AfteC truncating the series at the second t9rm, a system of two equations for the unscattered (reduced) radiance I'°' and the scattered (diffuse) portion I s is obtained. This theory leads to the expression for Ilsl in a finite form of a one -dimensional integral. As the inclusion of the field of view effects requires integrations over both the detector area and the receiving'angle, Fante's formulation seems to be most practical. To describe the multiple scattering corrections to the B/L law, one can introduce various transmission functions as was done in Ref. 4 . Here, however, we display the multiple scattering effects by evaluating the received power as a function of the detector's field of view.
For the advective fog model discussed in Ref. 7 , we show, in Fig. 4 , the received power in dimensionless units by dividing, for a fixed optical depth, the reduced, diffuse or total power by the largest value of the total power.
This choice of normalization enables one to read off directly the percentage deviation from the B/L law as expressed by the ratio of the scattered and total received power. 105 When the detector is moved to the source plane what is registered is P(z = 0,a). With this reference power level, we define the amplification factor, A(z,a), through the equation 
which shows that the presence of forward scattering has increased the detected power by the factor A = 1 + C. In a general case of the beam characterized by a finite value of the parameter p, the quantities A(z,a) and C(z,a) include both the beam divergence and multiple scattering corrections to the B/L law. Figures 2 and 3 show the amplification factor for the advective fog and Deirmendjian's cloud model Cl 13 . In the work of Fante 11 which applies to sharply peaked phase functions, I($',r,z) in the integrand on the the second portion integral. As the inclusion of the field of view effects requires integrations over both the detector area and the receiving'angle, Fante's formulation seems to be most practical. To describe the multiple scattering corrections to the B/L law, one can introduce various transmission functions as was done in Ref. 4 . Here, however, we display the multiple scattering effects by evaluating the received power as a function of the detector's field of view. For the advective fog model discussed in Ref. 7 , we show, in Fig. 4 , the received power in dimensionless units by dividing, for a fixed optical depth, the reduced, diffuse or total power by the largest value of the total power. This choice of normalization enables one to read off directly the percentage deviation from the B/L law as expressed by the ratio of the scattered and total received power. A striking feature of Fig. 4 is a rapid saturation of the scattered power as the detector's field of view exceeds 0.045 rad (2.5 deg).
This result implies that except when the receiver's field of view is very small the calculations referring to the open-detector case can safely be employed.
In Figs. 5 and 6, the received power is shown for rain particles at wavelength X =_1.06 pm.
In this extreme case of large (millimeter) particles, characterized by the value of a = 2648.9 rad 1, the diffuse power dominates over the reduced power for optical depth t = 4.
Diffusion approximation
The diffusion approximation, which corresponds to the lowest -order truncation in the spherical harmonics expansion of the radiance distribution function, was employed by Tam and Zardecki14 to examine the role of non -small -angle scattering for off -axis beam propagation.
More specifically, if the diffuse part of the radiance is written in the form Id(s,r,z) = 4n [(P(r,z) + 3s.J(r,z)]
where s is a unit direction vector, the function p(r,z), proportional to the energy density, satisfies a diffusion equation:
In Eq. (11), the source terms q and a, are determined by the known distribution of the reduced radiance; D is the diffusion coefficient given in terms of the absorption coefficient Oa, the mean value of the scattering A striking feature of Fig. 4 is a rapid saturation of the scattered power as the detector's field of view exceeds 0.045 rad (2.5 deg) .
In Figs. 5 and 6, the received power is shown for rain particles at wavelength \ -1.06 |Jm. In this extreme case of large (millimeter) particles, characterized by the value of a = 2648.9 rad 1 , the diffuse power dominates over the reduced power for optical depth t = 4.
The diffusion approximation, which corresponds to the lowest-order truncation in the spherical harmonics expansion of the radiance distribution function, was employed by Tarn and Zardecki 14 to examine the role of non-small-angle scattering for off-axis beam propagation.
More specifically, if the diffuse part of the radiance is written in the form (s,r,z) = [(p(r,z) + 3s.J(r,z)]
where s^ is a unit direction vector, the function p(r,z), proportional to the energy density, satisfies a diffusion equation:
In Eq. (11), the source terms q and £ are determined by the known distribution of the reduced radiance; D is the diffusion coefficient given in terms of the absorption coefficient a , the mean value of the scattering angle <p> and the filling factor 9 H as a Equation (11) should be solved with the boundary condition demanding that the total diffuse flux directed inward the scattering boundary be zero. The radiant flux J in Eq. (10) is then determined through the equation
We have applied the diffusion approximation to analyze the propagation of a collimated laser beam incident normally upon a slab containing smoke particles. The White Phosphorous (WP) smoke characteristics were generated with the aid of the AGAUSX15 computer code, as developed by the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory. Figure 7 shows the amplification factor as a function of optical depth for two smoke concentrations. ... Since the scattered radiation is spread over wide angles when the diffusion approximation applies, the significance of multiple scattering will tend to become smaller and smaller as the detector is moved away from the boundary of the medium.
This should be contrasted with the small -angle scattering case where the radiation is confined to narrow angles and the multiple scattering corrections are essentially insensitive to the detector's location with respect to the medium boundary.
Discrete -ordinates procedure
The most direct method to solve numerically the equation of transfer is the discrete -ordinates approach in which the dependent variable I(s,r,z) is replaced by a discrete set of values at a discrete set of points I(si,r.,zk). The derivatives and integrals in the transfer equation must also be replaced by a corresponding discrete representation.
In this way one arrives at a set of algebraic equations for the discrete representation of the dependent variable.
In this section, we describe the results pertaining to a simple scenario in which the scattering medium is formed by a homogeneous distribution of 99% relative humidity rural aeroso112.
The computations have been performed by adapting the two -dimensional general purpose transport code TWOTRAN16 (originally designed to solve neutron and gamma -ray transport problems) to analyze the propagation of a laser beam for a more complex geometric configuration17.
In cylindrical r -z coordinates, in the plane z 0 = 3 km, a collimated laser beam has the following radiance distribution function:
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Discrete-ordinates procedure
The most direct method to solve numerically the equation of transfer is the discrete-ordinates approach in which the dependent variable I(£,i:,z) is replaced by a discrete set of values at a discrete set of points I(s_.,r.,z.). The derivatives and integrals in the transfer equation must also be replaced by a corresponding discrete representation.
In this section, we describe the results pertaining to a simple scenario in which the scattering medium is formed by a homogeneous distribution of 99% relative humidity rural aerosol 12 .
The computations have been performed by adapting the two-dimensional general purpose transport code TWOTRAN 16 (originally designed to solve neutron and gamma-ray transport problems) to analyze the propagation of a laser beam for a more complex geometric configuration 17 . In cylindrical r-z coordinates, in the plane z =3 km, a collimated laser beam has the following radiance distribution function: I (s,r,z) = nw exp (-r2/w2) 6(s -z) (15) where F = 1 MW is the total power emitted, w = 0.5 m is the half -width of the spatial beam profile, and S denotes the Dirac delta function. An isotropically reflecting target with the reflectivity coefficient of 0.5 is described by the inequalities 0 ç r < 0.002 km and 4.0 z 4.006 km.
The target thus generates a diffuse radiation, field in the r -z plane.
We choose the concentration of the aerosol particles to be given by the number density of 50,000 particles per cm3. This corresponds to the extinction coefficient a = 1.32km 1 at the wavelength A = 1.06 pm. The visual range, inversely proportional to the extinction coefficient at A = 0.55 pm, is V = 1.52 km.
Slightly modifying our previous discussion, we introduce a correction factor C' for the isotropically emitted radiation.
C' is entirely due to multiple scattering.
As the target reflects isotropically, the reduced radiance at a distance 2 from the target is Ir 4n22
Poexp(-a2) (16) where P is the power emitted by the target. The total radiance, a sum of the reduced and diffuse parts, is writtenoin terms of C' as P exp(-a2) 1 4n22
(1 + C') (17) Table 1 lists both the received radiance and the correction factors when a detector is moving, along a line parallel to the z -axis at r = 500 m pointing toward the target. Table 1. TWOTRAN code results in r -z geometry for radiance and correction factor.
Target coordinates r = 0.0 km, z = 4.000 km. Detector height r = 0.500 km.
Visual range V = 1.52 km.
Detector's Radiance
Beer /Lambert z Coordinate Optical As the TWOTRAN code requires the coefficients of the spherical harmonics expansion of the phase function, we have used the P5 expansion (five terms) and then checked the consistency of this truncation with the aid of the delta -4 approximation18.
A more detailed account of this procedure will be published elsewhere'7.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the limits of applicability of Beer -Lambert's law and the extensions of its range of usefulness in discrete random media, such as fog, rain, and smoke. The essential parameters, which determine a method of solution of the multiple scattering problem, are the optical depth and the particle size parameter. We have shown that in several limiting cases the radiative transfer equation yields simple approximate solutions.
Modern neutron transport techniques can define the limits of applicability of the approximate solutions and can be of practical value when the various approximations break down. As the discrete -ordinates transport codes can solve problems with more involved geometries and nonhomogeneities, their advantages should be further explored.
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